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Berlin's Charité hospital confirmed Monday that its tests indicated Navalny had been poisoned. Maxim
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Prominent Kremlin critic Alexei Navalny remains in a medically induced coma in a German
hospital almost a week after falling suddenly ill on a flight in Siberia due to what his aides said
was poisoning.

Related article: Germany Says Navalny ‘Likely’ Poisoned

The anti-corruption campaigner was flown to Berlin after a standoff with the hospital
treating him in the city of Omsk, where doctors ruled out poisoning and diagnosed Navalny
with metabolic disease.

Berlin's Charité hospital confirmed on Monday that its tests indicated he had been poisoned.

Here’s a look at what we know so far: 

https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2024/07/22/germany-says-navalny-likely-poisoned


— What was he poisoned with?

The specific substance is unknown, but Charité said multiple independent lab tests confirmed
that it belongs to a group of cholinesterase inhibitors. That group of medicines blocks the
normal breakdown of the brain and body’s main neurotransmitter called acetylcholine.

Some cholinesterase inhibitors are used to treat neurodegenerative diseases like Alzheimer’s
while others are used in nerve agents such as Novichok.

— How is he being treated?

The Charité hospital said it is treating him with an antidote called atropine. 

A Moscow anesthesiologist involved with Navalny’s initial treatment in Omsk said Monday
that Russian doctors “almost immediately” administered two doses of atropine on Navalny.

Atropine was used to treat former double agent Sergei Skripal and his daughter Yulia after
they were attacked with Novichok in Britain in 2018. Britain accused Russian military
intelligence of using Novichok to poison the Skripals, claims Moscow denies.

— How was he poisoned?

Navalny’s spokeswoman Kira Yarmysh says she believes a toxic substance was mixed into
Navalny’s cup of tea at the Tomsk airport before takeoff. She says it’s the only thing he
consumed before falling suddenly ill. 

Russian authorities have not opened a criminal investigation into the suspected
poisoning. “We need a reason to investigate. So far, we’re observing that the patient is in a
coma,” Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov said Tuesday.

— Will he survive?

Most likely. The Charité hospital says Navalny is in “serious” but “not currently life-
threatening” condition.

The hospital’s statement does, however, warn of long-term health effects, particularly on
Navalny’s nervous system. 

— What are Russian officials saying?

Following the Charité diagnosis, the Omsk hospital’s deputy chief doctor Anatoly
Kalinichenko said “we’ll look into whether we or the lab made a mistake or if it’s all
disinformation.”

President Vladimir Putin, according to Reuters’ Russian-language edition, told the president
of the European Council that Navalny “fell ill.” Putin’s spokesman has said that Russian
authorities will launch an investigation if Navalny’s poisoning diagnosis is confirmed.

Yevgeny Prigozhin, the catering magnate known as “Putin’s chef” whose troll factory has
published far-fetched theories about Navalny’s poisoning, said “we can’t lose Navalny
because he amused so many people for many years and we’ll be bored without him.” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=90UoUfn_eZI
https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-43671958
https://meduza.io/news/2020/08/25/kreml-ne-nashel-povoda-dlya-ugolovnogo-rassledovaniya-otravleniya-navalnogo
https://www.charite.de/en/service/press_reports/artikel/detail/statement_by_charite_clinical_findings_indicate_alexei_navalny_was_poisoned/
https://www.interfax.ru/russia/723085
https://ru.reuters.com/article/topNews/idRUKBN25H1BA-ORUTP
https://tass.ru/obschestvo/9247181
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